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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the Canadian human service scene is character-

ized by various attempts at multi-service team practice

(la.anitoba, I972, 1975; British Columbia, J.g74; Quebec, 1971) ,

j.t is imperative that SociaL VJork begin to deal with the

nature of multi-service delivery in teams. It is im¡áerative

that social workers begin to realize the implications of the

various multi-service delivery models on their work assignments

ancL on their approaches to service delivery. It is also

imperative that social workers begin to delineate more clearly

their technical and personal contiibution to multi-service

delivery systems

A.nother pro!:lem confronting the sociaL worker is that

of multi-service team leadership ancl/or management. Social

workers assuming multi-service team leadershíp roles are

confronted. with management and administrative demands which

they are not adequately trained to deal with (Hepworth, 1976a;

Vtright, 1975) . The neecl for Social VJork to deal with the

nature of management in multi-service settings, is especially

important in ittanitoba where many social workers are assuming

Ð multi-service team leadership roles

clarify the concept of

þ

toThis practicum report intends
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ing nanner: Chapter two wiil deal with clarifying the concept

of multi-service delivery in the human services. In the

Chapter v/e v/ill provide a brief review of the rationale offered

in support of multi-servíce delivery in the human servicesi vie

provide a conceptual framework of multi-service delivery; and

we wilt develop a model for analysing team functioning.

chapter Three wiII deal with developing a descriptive

portrait of the Charleswood Mu1tid-iscipli-nary Community Service

Team. We will utilize 
-the 

theory base developed in Chapter

Two to create the portrait of the Charleswood Team.

In Chapter Four' r"le will discuss the knowledge and skills

deemed to be necessary for effective multidisciplinary and

multiprogrammatic team membership and leadership. Tþe dis-

cussion will be based on the types of knowledge and skills

we have identifiecl and,/or learned in our practicum with the

Charleswood Team

chapter Five will consist of a conclusion to our prac-

ticum experience. In this Chapter' v¡e will provide some.

evaluative comments of our practicum in reference to oir

origional goals and objectives.

&
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CHAPTER 2

MUI,TI.SERVICE DELIVERY IN TIIE EiUMAN SERVICES

fntroduction:

Although there are an increasing number of people

addressing themselves to criticising and/or promoting a system

of multi-service delivery in the human services, the concept

of multi-service delivery remains unclear and confusing.

Philip Hepworth (I976a) indicates that the term multi-service

delivery is "value loaded" ánd has many philosophical impli-

cations. Joseph Ryant (1976b) indicates that although the

integration of social services with other essential human

services is the j.rnexorable wave of the future, there is little

unanimity about what integration means. It is the íntention

of this paper to provide clarity to the concept of multi-

service delivery. This chapter will focus on the concept of

multi-service delivery by providíng a brief review of the

reasons explicated for the development and support of a system

of multi-service delivery; l:'y providing a conceptual framework

of multi-service delivery; and by providing a model for ana-

lysing team functioning.

The term human services as

as follows:

used in this chapter is defined

Human service designates those systems which
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have been developed to, serve the needs of the
individual and his society, to prbvide the essen-
tials that wíll lead to realízation of his maxi-
nlum potential for growth and development, and to
prevent or relieve his sufferings. (Bri1l, L976,
p. xvi)

Reasons explicated in support of a system
õE-mult i - s e rv i c e de I ive{ t

Gr" (1970), in his analysis of the need fo' the

integration of services, has indícated that agreement on pur-

poses is the most elusive and intractable issue in the human

services. He suggests that it is not easy to define purposes

in human services because institutions serve multiple purposes 
'

a.nd because it is difficutt to isolate their primary, and

secondary functions. In reference to this issue of obtaining

agreement on purposes, Rein has identified four persistent

problems id the organization and distnibution of human services:

I.) the dispersal of similar functions; 2.)
discontinuity of related functions; 3.) incoherence
when different functions are pursued without the
relationship to each other; ancl .4.) consumer choice,
lrhich becomes a special issue when there are alter-
native programs to reach a similar aim. (Rein , 1970,
p. ro5)

He notes that all attempts to reform the pattern of delivering

services are in response to one or another of these problems,

but that no single reform is likely to ad-dress all of the

issu.es.

Andrev¡ Armitage provides us wj-th an expansion of the

service delivery issues identified by Rein. Armitage (1975)

contends that the concept of a delivery system is an over-

simplification, and that reality is comprised of a multitude
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ofdeliverySyStems..Àlthoughmanyof.thesedeliverysystems

areindependentofeachother,rnanyofthemhavesimilaror

related functions. This proliferation of human service pro-

-' --- n the social uPheavals
vidersanclhumanservices,emanatingfror

of the 1960's (Gilbert and Specht, Lg74), has created consider-

able inter-system issues in human service delivery' According

to Armitage (1975, p. 105), the inter-system issues in human

service delivêry are the problems of "duplication, co-ordina-

tion,tefertals,servicegapsrintegration'andinformation.''

Neil Gilbert and Harry specht (Lg7 4) elaborate on this list of

servicedeliveryproblemsbysuggestingthedifficultiesof

stigmatization,continuity'.accessibility'andaccountability'

A system of multi-service delivery is expl-icated as an attempt

to deal with some/or all of these service delivery problems

(Armitag e, L975; Ryant , I976b¡ Kane , L975ai Horwitz, 1970b;

Bri1l , ::976i vfise, L974i Hastings, L972i Szasz, 1970; Jones'

1975;Gandy,LgT5iGansandHorton'1975;Seebohm'1968;Vernon'

1973).

Asecondreasonexplicatedinsupportofasystemofmulti-

service delivery is related to the economic climate of our

society.Theservicedeliveryproblemscreatedbythepro-

Iiferation of human service agencies have become increasingly

/more blatant and'untenable in the face of economic constraint'

The economic climate of constraint has forced human service

agenciestoevaluatetheirservicedeliverysystemsandto

confront the problems of service derivery. iferry Jones indicates:
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As competition foi the governmental dollar
increases, social service agencies are under mount-
ing pressure to develop strategies that wilI enable
thém to maximize their control over increasingly
scarce resources . (Jones , 7-975 , p. 375)

According to Andrew Selig (L976) the shortages of funds,

increased social pressure for results, and demands for account-'

ability have made the evaluation of human services very popular.

The pressure to evaluate human service delivery systems has

been instrumental in formulating the design of the future--a

system of multi-service delivery. Donald Vernon writes:

The continuing concern of both Governments
and Welfare and Health Administrators on the North
American Continent is how to stretch the service
dolIar by eliminating or reducing fragmentaLion,
duplicatíon, ancl- overlap in the delivery of health
and social services. (Vernon, 1973' p. 2)

Vernon goe: on to indicate that the modus operandi to achieve

the above goal is a system of multi-service delivery; namely'

Manitoba's Single Unit Delivery System.

A third reason explicated. in suppoÌt of a system of multi-

service delivery is related to the nature and complexity of

human service demands. The individual demands for human service

are becoming increasingty complex and require the consideration

of the whole man--.-economic, social, medical, and legal factors'

This complexity of social causation and the interdependencies

, ârnorlg mental, phYSical, and environmental factors comes at a

time when human service professions have become more specialized'

and compartmentalized. The difficutties created by the juxta-

position of a comprehensive approach to human Service needs '

ancl t.he specialization of human service professionals have
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and interdiscipline. our intention to clarify the

meanings of these terms

In a paper on social work practice, William Schwartz

(1967) attempts to delineate the necessary criteria for a

methodological statement of social work. Schwartz delineates
'

the following critería:

F j.rst: The starting place would be function,
describing the specific task of the sociaï-wõrE-
profession in t,he social system. Again, the
functional statement must be operational, describing
the job to be done, not the objectives, values, etc.,
etc. out of the functional statement should emerge
a description of the activities necessary to carry
it out .These actffiTleE-ñuld be complex enoùgh
to require technical ski1l of execution--to dis-
tinguish between clumsy and expeditious handting.
...Final1y, the activity would have to be adaptábIe,
a.ppropriate, to the fields of wprk into which it
enters. (Schwartz, 1967, p. 9)

ft is our intention to utilize Schwartz I s criteria for a

methodotogical statement in formurating a conceptual frame-

work of multi-service <leIivery.

Vtre are defining the term "function,, to mean a specific
task--a job to be done. The term "function" vrill refer to a

task as it is dictated by its source of legitimacy; i.e.,

9f legislation, policy statements etc. Thjs defi-

"function" is consistent with Schwartz (I967) , l,iho

statutes

nition of

define,s "function" as describíng a specific task in oper-

'a.tional- terms. fn the following statement, Martin Reín

(1970, p. 4B) also supports this definition of "function":
"...each agency performs a rather highry specialized function

consistent with its own definition of its mission." His state-
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ment implies that the definition

interrelated with the issue of ''

To protect the rights
of children and to
assist in improving
family interaction.

Program.

10

of mission or t'rurpose is
functj-on". An example of

the term "function" might be: the function of the child
I^ielfare Act is to protect the rights of children and Èo assist
ín improving family interaction.

I'le are defining the term "program" to mean an organized

plan which is intended to carry out a function. Thus, ,,programs',

are the instruments used to outline and to organize the services
that wirl be used in carrying out specific functions. An

example of such a "¡rrogram" is the chírd welfare program,

which is designed to achieve the function of the Child Welfare

Act.

vtre are defining the term "service" to mean the basic

activities.necessary for executing a program. Thus, a "service"
refers to the activities involved in the operationalization of
a program. An example of a "serv,ice" es. r^re have defined the

term, is the service of child protection. This service is one

activity involved in the operationalization of the ChiId VJelfare

Program.

Figure #1:
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FUNCTION, PROGRAM ¡l{D SERVICE:

ervl-ce
tlì.
:iìì

Function-
ChÍId l¡Ielfare Act: A.) Child Welfare

n

w B. ) Family
Counselinq
Program.

ill-protectíon,
-adoption,
-chi1d placement,
-counseling and
placement of unmarried
mothers,

-homemaker services,
-resource recruitment.

B. ) -marriage counseling,
-family counseling,
-community preventative
services,

-counseling alcohol and
drug abuse problems.
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We are defining the ,t,erm "C.iscip11.." to mean a grouping

of stql! according to their occupational training- A par-

ticular "discipline" possesses a body of knov¡Iedge, valuest

and attitudes which is transmitted to its members. Each

"discipline" develops its own technical skiIls by translating

its knowledge, value, and attitude base into practice. Ac-

cording to Schwartz (1967, p. 16), skills "...are the behaviors

needed to carry out the tasks involved in the activities designed

to fulfi]I the function of the profession, j.n whatever settings

it f inds i-tself ." An example of a' "cliscipline" as we have

defined it, is the Social iVork discipline which is character-

ized by skills such as:

The ability to feel someone's struggle ,
ambivalence, pain and to show that you know what
he is soing through ì .. . the ability to recognize
the earliest signs of mol':ilization of resistance
and. to change the course of the encounter before
it gets any worse. (Schwartz, 1967, F. 16)

VJe are defining the term "n:u,Iti-service" to mean the

presence and coordination/integratiori of more than one service.

The term "multi-service" can refer to the coordination/inte-

gration of the services of one program and it can refer to the

coordination/integration of the services of different programs.

The coordination/integration of the services of the Child.Welfare

Program is an example of "multi-service" within a program. The

coordination,/integration of the services of the Child slelfare

and FamiIy Counseling Programs, is an example of "r".ulti-service"

r'rith more than one program

llle are defining the term "unidiscipline" to mean or refer

|.:i

'l:l

Ì:ì

::,
:l
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the skitls of one discípline. An exarn'ple of

refer only to the skills of the Social Work

L2

this would be

disciplíne.

we are defining the term "intradiscipline" to mean or refer

to the coordination,/integration of the skills within one disci-

pline. The coordination/integration of Social Vlork skills--

skills of an M.S.W.t skills of a B.S.l¡l'; skills of a technical

certificate graduate; a.nd the skills of a case aide--is an

example of the term " j ntraclisciplinary" '

We are defining the term. "n"ultidiscipline" to mean or refer

to the coordination of the skills of more than one discipline '

coordination being defined as the amalgamation of independent

disciplines (and/or programs) to form a confederated milieu.

John Horwitz (r970b) has d-efined coordination as successive or

simultaneous operations which are independent although related'

An example of the term "multidiscipline" might be: the coordi-

nation of the skills of social workers and Nurses.

we are defining the term "jnterdiscipline" to mean or refer

to the integration of the skills of more than one discipline.

Integration being defined as the amalgamation of various disci-

ptines (and,/or programs) to formulate a single (autonomous)

comprehensive service unit. John HorwiLz (1970b) has defined

integration as the state where the operations of each (worker)

r interpenetrate those of all. An exarnpre of the term " inter-

discipline" rnight be: the integration of the skills of social

Workers and Nurses.

Models of multi-service delivery:

,L-..
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Having..defined the d.t*= of reference, vre would like to

present three models of multi-servíce clelivery. The first

model is intradisciplinary and multiprogrammatíc. In this

model the coordination/in|egtation inc]udes the skil]s of a

particular discipline and the services of more than one program.

The choice of programs is based on the function of the service

unit. In Manitoba, Children's Aid Societies are examples of

this model of multi-service delivery. The Societies are

unidisciptinary (Social Workers) and they provide the services

of the Child Welfare and Family Counseling Programs. Therefore,

the coordination/integration of skills is intradisc,iplinary and

the coordination,/integration of services involves more than one

program.

The second model is multiclisciplinary and multiprogrammatic.

This model attempts to coordinate the skills of various disci-

plines and the services of various programs. The various

disciplines and programs are coordinated to form a confederated

milieu, in an attempt to fulfiIl the functions of the service

unit. In this model, programs designed to fulfill different

functions remain independently autonomous. In Manitoba, the

Regional HeaIth and Social Development Personal Services teams

are ex,amples of this mo<1e1. The Department of tlealth and Social

/Development attempts to coordinate the discJ.plines of Social !'lork,

Nursing, and Home Economics in their Personal Services teams.

The Department al-so attempts to coordinate the services of

programs like Child Vlelfare, Public Health, Home Ðconomics, and

Employment Services. This multi-service delivery system
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coordinates the skills of various

of various Programs, but it' allows

pendentlY autonomous.

L4

disciplines and the services

the programs to remai-n inde-

The third model is interdísciplinary and multiprogrammatic.

This model attempts to integrate the skills of various disci-

plines with the services and programs for various functions.

In this model, program jurisdictions are integrated to form a

sÍngIe autonomous service unit. In Manitoba, the district

health centres are examples of this model of rnulti-service

delivery. In these centres (churchitl tlealth centre; NorrWest

co-op Health and social service centre) disciplines like social

Work and Nursing, and programs líke Family Counseling and Public

Health, are integrated to form a single comprehensive service

unit. The.centres are integrated in that their work loads

are interdependent; i.e., the work load of each worker becomes

the work load of all the workers.. (This comprehensive inter-

disciplinary service centre is re=pottsible, to a single community

district board, and not to independently autonomous programs' )

Figure #2:
MõDETS OF, IqULTI-SERVICE DELIVERY:

,'/unit\
,/ \_DisciPtine( \Program'

ll . S .It7.-'.- _.-Chíld VÍeI f are
B. S .Vtr----:b,- -- - -<:CERT.--:i. -tr.--
AI-Dp...,' --Family Counseling.
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Solid line:
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Administrative and jurisdictional accountability
rests with the service unit.

Broken line: The individuals collaborate as to their roles in
carrying out the programs.

Multidisciplinary multiprogrammatic :

chitd Public Home Employment
Welfare Health Economics ServÍces

child
Welfare Hea1th Economist Services
Worker-----Nurse --and--------Worker------Service unit.
and and Services. and

Services.Services. Services.

Solid line: Individual worker's jurisdictional accountabilit,y
rests with indívidual, autonomous programs.

Broken line: Individual worker has a weak administrative link
with other individuals in the service unit.

Interdisciplinary multiprogrammatic :

Service

:1,:":.".

/Child Wèlfare Program.
.t n..L- 1 .i ^ u^ - 'l .l- 

'. 
l)vnav am

Child Welfare Worke-r.- ,'Child WèIfare Program.
Public Health Nurse.--ì-:----- - *..'!-+ubl.ic Health Program.
Home Economist.-- - ------7 {--;--Home Economics Program.

i::*

ùw
'if '

¡¡v¡ltç lvv¡¡v¡.lrrg 7 \

Employment Services Worker..' --Employment Services Program.

Solid line: Administrative and jurisdictional accountability
integrated to form a single autonomous service unit.

Broken line: Workerrs roles are not rigiclty linked to the
services of specific proçlrams, and they collaborate
as to their roles in carrying out the programs.

The above models of multi-servíce delivery all include

the.need for some structural instrurnent to organize the staff.

The current assumption is that the staff in any/al-J- of these

models are organized to operate under a "team" model. tltilizíng

a "team" r"odel means that the staff in the team engage in the

process of "teamwork" to deliver their services. Having
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introducedtheconceptsofuiteams"and'"teamwork"'wefeelit

is important to clarify and differentiate between them'

Theconceptof"teams¡¡iscertainlynotacurrentone'

According to Brieland, Briggs, and Leuenberger (1973) ' Mary

Richmond,ssocialworkwritingsintheearlypartofthecentuf}l

indicateauseofteamsinthedeliveryofhumanservice
grieland'Brlggs,andLeuenbergerindicatethattheformatwas

oneofapaidsocialworkerworkingtogetherwithvolunteers

to examine specific client needs and to determine the best

resource to meet these needs

Althoughtheliteratureindicatestheoccurranceofteams

at or around the turn of the centur! I the concept of teams did

notdeveloprapidly.Twomainfactorsretardingthedevelop-

mentofteamsSeemtohavebeen:thegrowthinknowledge

abouthumanfunctioningwhichresultedinincreasedprofessional

specialization;andtheemergenceofpsychoanalytictheory

whichinf}uencedprofessionstoadoptthecaseworkorworker.-

client model of service delivery ' Because of these factors '

the casework mocl.el became the predominant model of human

serviced.elivery,andasingleprofessionalworkerwasexpected

tomeetalltheindividua}needsofhis,/herclientpopulation.

Th"recentdevelopmentinhumanservicede}iveryhasagain
, activated concentration on team development and team practice'

Therationaleadvancedfortheuseofteamsstressesthein.

evitableinterdependenceamongprofessionalsconcernedwith

humanservicesinanincreasinglycomplexsociety.Asindicated

¡,
f
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ì:
I
ä

i.ì.W
.qi.w
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in our rationale for multl-lervices ' tlt increased complexity

ofsocialcausationandtheinterdependenciesofmental,
physical, and environmental factors' have made it impossible

foraprofession,tosingly'orindependentlydealeffectively
.with all the needs of individual clients ' Theref ore as Naomi

BriII Og76) indicates' the "team" rnodel provides the forum

necessary to bring together the knowledge and skitls of a

varietyofdisciplines.The,'team,'modelprovidesaforumfor

interdisciplinaryconsultationandevaluation,andtherebyan
opportunitytoenÉurethatthebestandmostcapabteresource

will resPond to the client's needs

rvice professions have adopted the
Although the human se

"team" forumr our knowledge about teams has been based on

personal experience and folk knowledge rather than on a body

of tested theories and principles (BriI1 , Lg76). Unfortunately

as Kane indicates:

Teams are established with few guidelines other

than an effort to assemble representatíves of the

requisite prof"==ionJ:"-piofe-ssionals of different
disciprineã are then åxpected !9. corlabor"t:-]-t
deriveri;;-.;;;"rive rä;"i". althouqh thev mav have

hadnotrainingorp'ããliã.intheártandskiltof
ream membership i" tiãii-iå=pective professional
s.f,oof=. (xanè, L915a' P' 2)

Whatthenistheconceptof.,teams''?The''team''concept

isaltructuralconcept,andaccordingtoRosalieKane(I975a)'
, it= definition must include the fol10wing three elements: l')

haveaconmonolrjective,2.)havedifferentiatedprofessional

contributions,and3')haveasystemofcommunicaLion'Richard

Beckhard (L972, p' 2gZ) offers a definition of the "team"
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concept whiih satisfYs Kaners

with a specific task or tasks '

t8

criteria: "A team is a group

the accomplishment of which

requires the interdependent and collaborative efforts of its

members .'l

Beckhardts definition of a "team" l-eads us to the concept

of "teamwork". The concept of "teamwork" is a process concept,

and it is defined by Naomi BriII in the following manner:

Teamwork is that work which is done by a group
of people who possess inclivid.ual expertise, \^/ho are
resþonãibl-e for making individual decisions, who
hold a common purpose, and who meet together to_
conimunicate, share, and consolidate knowledge, from
which plans are made, future decisions are influenced,
u"A uili""" are determined. (Bri1l, L976, p' xvi)

This.definition defines "teamwork" in relation to the work

processes of the "t.eam" . The dictionary (!'lebsterrs, 1961'

p. 871) defines "teams¡ork" aS "v¡ork done by a number of associ-

ates, all subordinating personal prominence to the efficiency

of the who]e." This definition introduces the issue of synergy'

vrhich is basic to the concept of "teamwork". synergism has

been defined by Fry, Lech, and Rubin (Lg72) as a process by

which individual pieces summed together produce an outcome

which is different to, and exceeds the sum of the individual

parts. ,,Teams,, are considered to experience high synergy levels

if the, accomplishment of their service task-s is enhanced by

interdependent collaboration; i.e., interdependent collaboration

produces better quality task accomplishment then the task ac-

-complishment attempts of individuals independently

In summary, \de woutd emphasize that the physical proximity ;'T
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of various disciplines does'not connotate that a "team" has

been formed; or that "teamwork" is the modus operandi. Having

indicated that synergy is basic to the concept of "teamwork"

and that "teamv¡ork" is a work process conceptr wê will proceed

to develop a model for analysing "teamwork".

A model for anal-ysing team junctioning:

The model we will develop is based on analysing the work

processes of a team. John fiorwitz (1970b' p. 63) describes this

model as understanding "the nature of the collaboratíve processes,

or understanding "how, in fact, the work actttally gets done."

Although there are different approaches one could use in ana-

lysing team functionitg, the heart of multi-service teamwork

is how the work actually gets done. Ilorwitz has indicated that

the ur,=reri to the following questions are crucial to the under-

standing of team functioning:

Who decides what is to be done when?
Who decicled which worker will perform the task and
what techniques to emPloY?
Who helps whom to do what?
...who decides whether a job has been completed
satisfactorily. (Horwitz, 1970b, p. 63)

The model then, is based on four premises:

Premise 1: Team functioning can hre assessed on the basis'of

analysing the work processes of a team.

Premise 2z The work processes of a team can be analysed on a

work continuum Lhat has the polar points of coordinative work

,r,¡ '¡ 
l
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style and integrative work. sty1e.

Premise 3: The work Processes of a

where ,on this continuum, dePendent

team can be plotted some-

on the degree to which. theY
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approximate .one or 'the other polar

premise 4z The work Processes of a

these two work stY1es--there is no

sty1e.

20

type of work stY1e.

team osèitlÍate between

pure team of either work

The analytic model utilizes the concepts of coordinative

work style and integrative work style. These concepts were

coined by John Horwitz (1970b), and we will draw on his con-

ceptualizations to clarify their meanings. The coordinative

work style is characterized by the guarding of autonomy of

each worker within some defined practice area. In the co-

ordinative work style, task performance by team members in

most cases is successive, or in parallel, and consultations

are usually formally arranged. In the coordinative work style

suggestions may be welcome, but criticism is out of order.

,.The work style is ctriefly characterized by independent services

and decision-making in t confederated milieu'

The integrative work style is characterized by an attempt

to blur the borders of all practice areas. In the integrative

work style, task performance by team members is conjoint, and

consultations are frequent and informal. In t'he integrative

work styte, collegial initiatíve is practiced in offert":

uninvited suggestions and comments to a worker. In this work

, style the work schedule .of all becomes the work schedule of

each team member. The integrative work style possesses the

authority to deploy staff and is characterized by the inter-

changeability of skills. The prime characteristic of the
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integrative work style is that the planning of

-úÃ^^dê iq an interdependent process'

2l

the service

These two polar work styles of the work continuum have

beendescribedintermsofidealworkprocesses.Inrealíty,

aspremisethreeandfoursuggest,j.dealworkprocessesd'onot

exist,andorganizationsdevelopworkprocesseswhichtendto

behybridsofthetwoidealtypes.Theorganization'swork
processes can be analy'sed in terms of the degree to which

they approximate either ideal work style' and can then be

plotted on the work continuum'

Application of the model to têam work processes:

Flaving described a model for analysing team functioning '

v:e wiII identify the work processes consídered to be of major

importance to the functioning of a team' In reviewing the

Iiteratureonmulti-servicedelivery(Kane'L97SaiSchein'

Lg6g;Wise,L974¡Brill,L976tHorwitz'LgT}biBeckhard'1'972;

Rubin and Beckhard , Lg72) , the foll0wing work processes

consideredessentialtomulti-serviceteamfunctioning:I.)

interactionalprocessesbetweentheindividualandthegroup
(team),2-)theteam'sfunctionaluseofgroupprocesses''3')

the def inition of the teamrs purpose, 4-) decision-rnakini¡

iprocessesintheteam,5.)conflictresolutionprocessesin
the team, 6. ) communication processes in the team ' 7 ') the

definitionandpracticeofleadershipandauthorityinthe

team,8.)interactionalprocessesoftheteamanditsenviron-

ment (host organizat'ion' reference groups' and community) '
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We intend, first, to clarify the work processesi second, to

apply the work continuum model to the processes in order to

determine their nature under the coordÍnatíve and íntegratíve

v,rork styles. We íntend to accomplÍsh the latter task by

describing the nature of the work processes that would most

like1y characteríze the ideal coordinative and Íntegrative

work team

Tlork process 1: Interactional processes between the individual

and the grouþ (team):

According to Brill (1976) , I(ane (I975a) , and Horwitz

(I970a) r an individual brings to a team hisr/her personal and

professional frames of reference. The personal frame of refer-

ences inclucies his,/her self image, personality, J earned behavior

patterns, ånd his,/her latent characteristics such as age and

sex. The professio4al frame of references íncludes hís,/her

general work knowledge and skills, specific professional know-

Iedge and skilIs, and his/her previous professional work experi-

ence. John Horwitz (1970a) indicates that these frames of

reference influence the individual in determining his/her.role

on thq team. The frames of reference influence the individual

in his,/her analysis of the practice situation; namely, h.is/her

self and professional image, his,/her perception of his/her role

on the team, and his,/her perceptions of the roles and person-

atities of the other members on the team

The Índividual with his/her unique frame of reference comes

to a team and engages the other team members in an ongoing

process of'role definition and negotiation. These transactional

Í
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relationship processes define not only.the individual roles

on the team, but they also evolve the unique charachènr;ofii:

the team (Brill , Lg76).

According to John Horwitz (1970b), the nature of the

transactional role défining processes ís dífferent under the

coordinative and integrative work styles. In the coordinat,ive

work style the transactional role defining processes are

specifically related to defining the índividual I s professional

ro1e, j.n relation to the roleç of the other professionals on

the team. The role negotiation processes between the indiviclual

and the team are generally structured in a form¿¡I collaboration

about his,/her professional contribution to a specific service

task. This professional role negotiation process involves

some interplay of personalities, but ít is restricted by rigid

adherence to traditional professional roIes. In contrast, uncler

the integrative work styIe, the transactional role defining

processes are not directed at defining specific individualj-zed

professional roles. Under the integrative work style, roles

are influenced by the nature of the service task, and are deter-

nined by 
- 
h" informal anð./or formal interactj.on between the

individuals on the team. This interactional process between the

individuals on the team includes the interplay of the individualrs

' personality and his,/her professional knowledge and ski11, and

determines the roles of all the individuals on the team in

relation to the specific service task. Therefore, the role

negotiation process under the integrative work style is not

confined to traditional professional roIes, encourages the
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blurring of .ro1es, and is a dynamic process.

Work process 2z Thei teamts functional use of group processes:

Richard Beckhard's (L972) definitÍon of a team, which we

have adopted, indicates that a team is a work or task group.

Being a work or task group, the team is subject to the usual

processes of group development and group maintenance. Edgar

Schein (1969) has índicated that for a work or task group to

function effectively, it must d.eal with three types of group

behaviors: 1.)se1f-orient,ing'behavior, 2.) behavior directed

at building and maintaíning itself, and 3. ) behavior directed

at accomplishing its work. The latter two types of behavior

have been identified as reláting to a maintenance function and

a task function of groups. In our application of the work

continuum model, \,7e will concentrate only on the maintenance.

and task behavibr" il the team.

Edgar Schein (1969) stat,es that in order for a group (team)

to survive and grow as an effective instrument of problem-

solving, it is necessary for Íts members to concern themselves

with the maintenance of goocl relationships. Under the co-

ordinative work style, there is little effort expended by the

team to use group processes for building and maintaining.good

relationships. Group processes are not used to obtain cohesion

and solid.arity in the group of individuals. Under the íntegrative

work style, the team expends a lot of energy to the use of

group processes in buildinç¡, developing, and maintainíng good

relationshíps. In this work style the team strÍves to utilize
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group processes to enhance solidarity within the team and to

encourage interdependent collaboration

Schein (1969) also states that for a group (team) to

make progress on a task, ít must be concerned wíth behaviors

directed at accomplishing the task. Under the coordinative

work .sty1e, 
teams use group processes to facilitate the

sequencing of tasks, ïn other words ' group processes are used

for formal case conferences, information-shari.g, and the

negotiation of specific tasks. Under the integrative work

sty1e, teams use group processes to strengthen interdependent

collaboration. Group processes are also used within the team

to assign, distribute, and integrate the approaches to service

delivery.

Work process 3: The definitíon of the teamrs purpose:

The purpose of ê team is related to its setting and to

its legitimized mandate. For example r ârI institutional team

(surgica] team) tends to have a specific purpose (the per-

formance of surgical operations) t whereas, a comprehensive

community based team (community district health team) tends

to have a'¡nore general ancl broad specification of purpose.

(the delivery of comprehensive health care). The purpose of

a team is defined operati.onålly o-y the processes of :setting

and ordering the goals of the team. Vüe will examine the goal-

setting and goal-clrdering processes of a community based multi-

service team in relation to two categories: 1. ) the goal

setting and goal-ordering processes that effect the overall
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purpose of the team, and 2.) the goal-setting and goal-

ordering processes that. effect individual task accomplishment.,

In applying the work contínuum modelr wê will first

examine the nature of the goal-setting and goal-ordering

processes of the team. Under the coordinative work styIe,

the overalt goals of a team are assigned by some hierarchial

authority. This hierarchial authority coutd inclucle the team

leader and/or other people in the organization of which the

team míght be a sub-unit. In this work st,yle the goal-

setting and goal-ordering processes of the individual, e.re

indepenclent and,/or competitive. The team members under the

coordinative work style formulate independent and,/or competi-

tive task goals. Ilnder the integrative work style, the overall

goals of the team are established through the interaction of

its members. The overall goals of t.he team are established by

interdependent collaboration. In this work style ihdividual

goal-setting and goal-ordering processes are also inter-

dependent and/or collaborative

Another aspect of analysing the goal-setting and goal-

ordering processes of a team, pertains to the issue of commit-

rent. Under a coordinative work style, the team members.

commitments are to their individualized task goals rather than

to the overall goals of their team. Since their individualized

task goals are influenceci by the goals of their programs, the

team members primary commitments are with their program. Under

the integrative work style, the team members commitments are

I
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a common

not have a

Beckhard have

ito the overall goals of theír team. In this work style the

team members commitments to their indivídualized task and

program goals are secondary.

The goal-setting and goal-ordering processes of a team

can also be analysed in terms of their specíficity. Under

the coordinatíve work style the overall goals of the team

remain at, a broad, general leveI, and the individualized task

and program goals are specific and operational. Ïn contrast,

under the integrative work style the overall goals of the

team are specific and operational' and the individualized

task and program goals are integrated into the.overall goal

structure of the team.

ïn concluding a section on the nature and importance of

goals, Irwin Rubin and Richard Beckhard (L972, p. 318) state:

,,since u ororro,s very exístence is to achieve some goal or

mission, these issues are of central importance.'r . Vle would

concur with this statement that goallsetting and goal-ordering

are important processes in the life of multi-service teams '

work process 4z Decision-making processes in the team:

Multi--service teams are generalty involved in problem-

solving, ancl therefore they are constantly involved in making

decisions. Rosalie Kane (1975a) indicates that

problem with multi-service teams is that they do

planned process f or clecision-naking. Rrrbin and

suggested the following guidelines for establishing a process

of decision-raking in multi-service teams:

I
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a. ) who has the information necessary to make
a decision, b.) who neàds to be consulted before
certain decisions get made, and c.) who needs t.o be
informed of a decision after it has been made'
(Rubin and Beckhard, L972, P. 325)

Richard Beckhard (Lg|2) has suggested that decisions should

be made as close to the source of the problem as possible, and

that they should be made by those with the necessary inform-

ation. fn concurrance with these statements, John Horwitz

(1970b) and Rosalie Kane (I975a) indicaLe the need for decisions

to be specified as to type and level. I¡le will épecify the

decisions in multi-service teams according to decísions which

effect the entire team (team decisions) I ênd according to

decisions which are related to the accompl.ishment of'specific

service tasks (task decisions). We will' analyze these types

of decísions at the following levels of deceision-making; the

individual'team member, the team, t'he designatecl team leader,

a.nd the authorities'responsible for the programs on the team'

uncler the coordinative work style, team decisions are

made by the designated leader and the program authorities'

Although the program authorities are usually not on the co-

ordinative vlork teams, their position of power and autonomy

frequently allows them to influence team decisions' The t'eam

decisions under the coordinative work style include decisions

around the administrative coordination of índependent programs;

the establishment of goals; the de,legation of tasks according

to program jurisdictions; the formation of new policies and

proceduresi and the hiring of new team members' In contrast,

under the integrative work style team decisíons are made by

I
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t,he team. The team decisíons under the integratíve work style

include decisions around the establishment of goals; the

delegation of tasks accordíng to the nature of the situation;

the assessment of community needs; the formation of new policies

and procedures; the hiring of new team members; and the work

scheduling of the team members

Ilnder the coordinative work style, task decisions are

made independently, by the team members wíth the necessary

expertise in ancl responsibility for a particular program. In

the event of case conferences, the team members involved reach

formal agreements as to the task decísions of each member

Task decisionu ,-,nd.t the coorclinative work style inclucle de-',

cisions around the assessment of client needs; the choice of

strategies'to meet these needs; treatment of the problem; and

evaluation of the outcomes. The task decisíons of a multi-

service team under the integrative work styte are made prima-

rily by the team, via the interdependent collaboration of its

members. In emergency situations the individual team members

exercise the responsibility for making task decisions. Task

decÍsions under the integrative work style include decisions

around the assessment of client needs; the choíce of strategies

to meet these needs; treatment of the probl,em; and evaluation

of the outcomes, Although the task decisions under the two

h¡ork styles are similar, the task decÍsion-makers and the

decision-naking processes under the work styles are vastly

dífferent.

Another aspect of the decision-making processes Ín a
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team, pertains to the methocls usecl to

Schein has identified six methods of

commonly used in grouPs:

30

'reach decisions. Bdgar

decision-makíng that are

/'i

tI

1; ) decision-makÍng by lack of response--
decisions are make not, to support certain ideas by
;;a-;;"ponding to them when tr,ey ?re int¡oduced for
ãi=.rr="îot ; tÉerefore the idea'"plops" '--- - i-.1 decision-making by authority rule--
Cecisions are made by sómeõne in a position of
authoritY.-3,)'decision-making by minority rule--
decisions are made by a small segment of the group
who railroad conclusions'- i.) decision-making try m,ajority rule on the
basis of u ,roiu-ldecisións are made on the l:asis
of a majoritY tabulatíon of votes '

5. i ciecision-making by consensus--decisions
are made by a consensus of opinion; those people
who would not take the majority alternative '
;ã.;;t;nd it crearly and are prepared to support
ir,.

decisions are made by tòtat agreement to the
course of action to Ëe taken. (Schein, 1969)

I
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t
under the coordinative work style, teams utilize the following

methods to reach team decisions: clecisions by lack of response,

clecisions by authority rule, decisions by minority rule, and

decisions by majority rule. The task decisions under the

coordinative work style are pri.marily the responsibility of

the individual team member, and therefore these group decision-

maki.ng methods are of little utility. The team under the co-

ordinative work style does however, utilize the methods of

authority rule, minority ru1e, a'ncl majority rule in reachíng

task decisions ín their formal case conferences ' Under the

integrative work style, teams utilize the followíng methods to

reach decisions: decisions by rack of response, decísions by

minority rule, decisions by majority rule' decisions by con-

It
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sensus, and decisions by unanimous consent. The team under

the integrative work style utilÍzes these methods to reach

decisions whích effect the entire team as well as to reach

task decisions. Frímaril-y, the integrative work team strives

to utilize the consensus and unanimous consent methods of

decis ion-making .

ti

Work process 5: Conflict resolution processes in the team:
ri

The multi-servíce team ís essentially involved in the

work of problem-soIving. In the process of problem-solving,

the occurrence of conflict is enevitable. Paul Leuenberger

(1973) has suggested that conflict in teams is frequently

associated with goal achíevement. Leuenberger has also

indicated that conflict in the team originates from three

ma]or sources:

1. ) the internal needs of the team--personal
and collaborative needs of the individual members,

2.) the demands of the external environment--
the organization and the needs of the consumer,

3.) the quality of leadership. (Leuenberger,
1973, p. 27)

Bearing in mind these sources of team conflict, \'re will proceed

to analyze the conflict resolution processes of teams uncler the

coordinative and integrative work styles

analysing conflict resolution in the Leam, v/e wilI

begin by examining the teamrs attitude toward conflict. Stephen

Robbins (Ig7 4) has suggested that there are essêntia1ly three

attítudes toward conflict: 1.) that conflict is dangerous

and must be eliminated,2.) that conflict is inherent Ín groups,

but it must be resolved, and 3.) that conflíct is vital to the
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growth of the group, if it is managed'effectively. In ana-

lysing teams under the coordinative work styler \dê suggest

that the attitude toward conflict is that conflict is danger-

ous and must be eliminated. The nature of a coordinative

work tearn is that of a confederatíon of independently autono-

mous programs, and a norm in this confederation is that

criticism is not allowed. Under the integrative work style,

the teamt s attitude toward conftict is that conflict is pro-

ductive and need$ to be managed. effectively, The effective

management of conflict is vital to the functíoning of the

integrative team, which depends on the interdependent collabo-

ration of its members.

Another aspect of conflÍct resolutíon in the team pertains

to the conflict resolution processes themselves. March and

Simon (1959) suggest that the conflict resolution processes

of a team should focus on developing responses to conflict.

They suggest that there are two types of responses: "analytic"

and "bargaining". The analytic response is essentially a

probtem-solving procedure v¡here effort is expended in examining

alternative solutions. The bargaining response assumes that

the di.sagreement is fixed and therefore a rígid disptay of

threat.s and gamesmanship ensues. In applying the work continuum

' model, we suggest that the teams under the coordj-native work

style utilize conflict resolution Processes of a bargaining

nature. The coordinative work team attempts to eliminate

conflict and in so doing forces compromise resolution of

conflict situations. tlnder the integrative work style, teams
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content, as the transfer of meanings, and as a
process, whereby through the'exchange of messages,
a channel is created within which interaction çan
take place between and among people .A sender
or source encodes a message in a way that is de-
signed to convey the intended meaning and sends
it along a channel to a receiver, who décodes and
receives the messagêr responds, encodes his response'
and returns 'feedbackr. This feedback is at once
a tfeedforwardr, in that it. carries added elements
and moves the process along. This ongoing give-
and-take process constitutes communication. (Brill^'
1976, p. 65)

Rosalie Kane (1975a, p applies this communication theory41)

andto multi-service teams indicates that communicat.ion

processes are the essence of multi-servíce collaboration;

namely, "comrnunication, ...is the vehicle through which the

team members interact and tbe work gets done. "

In applying the work continuum model to
i

û we will begin by focusing on

the

the

theory of

intra-teamcommunication,

communication network. A.ccording to Fry, Lech, and Rubin

(L974), the frequency, order, and content of participation are

important factors in understandíng a'teamrs communication

network. The communication network of a coordinative work

team can be designated as being formal and centralized. In

a coordinative work team the individual's frequency' order,

and content of participation follows formal lines of authority

and st,atus. The communication network of an integrative work

team can be designated as being informal and decentralized.

In the integrative work team the individual's frequency, order,

and content of participation is uninhibited and spontaneous.

Another aspect of the communication network pertains to

the issue of maintaining records. The indivídual members'in

)
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the team are faced with the'Èesponsibility of maintaining a

record of their case or service involvement. According to

Kane (1975a), teams have two alternative procedures for

maintaining records: an individual recordíng system, and a

centralized recording system. She suggests that the recording

system influences t,he flow of intra-team communication, and

that this flow of irtformation is enhanced if all team members

contribute to the same record:, The coordinative work team

employs a highly indiviclualized and independent recording

system; vrhereas the integrative work team employs a central-

ized recording system.

Kane (1975a) has suggested that team communication

systems can also be analysed as to whether they include a

built in mçchanism for evaluation. In examining the team

under a coordinative work style, v¡e suggest that ít cloes not

have a built ín mechànism to ,evaluate its performance. In

contrast, the integrative work team does have a built in

mechanism to evaluate its performance.
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Work process 7 z The definition and practice of leadership

and authority in the team

Don Hellriegel and John Slocum (L97 6 , p. 292) indicate

that in an organizaLion "...Ieaders are poople who plan,

organi-ze, control, communicate, delegate, and accept the

responsibitity to reach the organizationrs goa1s." Hellriegel

and Slocum (1976, p. 292) go on to stat.e that "Ieadership ís

the process of influencing group acLivities.toward the achieve-
ll
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ment of goafs." Rosalie Kane (1975a, 'p. 44) further def ines

this leadership process as "a.ny conscious act of influence

over the behavior of another.rr Kane indicates t.hat leader-

shÍp is an activíty that combines goal-directed abíl"ities

and interpersonal skills. A review of the literature on

leadership (BaIes, J"950) r j.ndicates that these abilities for

inst,rumental and expressive leadershíp are rarely found in

one individual.

Ðouglas McGregor further'defi,nes the nature of leader-

ship in the following guotation:

There are at least four major variables now
known to be involved in leadership: 1.) the
characteristics of the ,leader , 2.) the attitud.es,
needs, and other personal characteristics of the
followers; 3.) characteristics of the organization,
such as its purpose, íts structure, the nature of
the tasks to be performed; and 4.) the social,
economic, and potitical milieu. The personaJ-
characteristics required for effective performance
as a leader vary, depending on the other factors.

. . . It means that leadership is not a property
of the individual, but a complex relationshíp
among these variables' (McGregor, 1971' p. 20)

Bearing in mind the above descriptions of the concept of

leadership, we will begin to apply the work continuum model

by attempting to locate the positions of authority and leader-

shi-p.

to the

We will analyze the two different work teams with. respect

authority to deploy staff, and with respect to the

authority to assign specific tasks and/or cases.

In the coordinative work team, the authority to deploy

team members resides with the program authorities and/or the

authorities of the host organization. /\ut.hority f or task

assignment under the coordj-native work style, resides with

I
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the designated leader of the team. Iri the integrative work

team both the authoríty to deploy team members and the authorÍty

to assign tasks, reside with the team. The integrative work

team frequently emptoys a designated leacler to facilitate

and manage the interdependent collaboration process of its

It

I

members.

Another asPect of leadershiP

to the sources of Power available

Slocum indícate that the following

able to a leader:

influence in

to a leader.

sources of

teams, Pertains

Hellriegel ancl

power are avail-

power are

style:

high

of

1.)legitimate--thislypeofpowerisvested
in a *"rr.tåí'= position in'the.organization hierarchy,

2.) íÀ"ura--this type of influence derives from
the ability of the leader to provide desired outcomes
in exchangä for the compliance-of the team members'

3.) óoercion--this type of power is based on

the fear that failure to òomply with the leader may

lead to undesired outcomes'
¿. I ieierent--thÍs type of power is based on the

teammemberIsidentificationwiththelead-er'
s. ) 

-ã"pãri_-tr,i, 
type of power stems from the

perceive¿ ana clemonstruiãa comþetence of the leader
lo impl.ement, .analyze, evaluate'' and control the
rasks of tü.'giã"p. in.tttiegel and Slocum, L976)

Based on the organizational prínciples of the coordinative

I,

t

work style' lre suggest that the following sources of

available'to the leaders under the coordinative work

a high degree of legitimate authority' a moderate to

degred of reward authority, a low to moderate degree

coerciveauthorityralowdegreeofreferentauthority,anda

low Lo moderate degree of expert authoríty. In contrast, v/e

suggestthatthefollowingsourcesofpowerareavailableto

t'heleadersundertheintegrativeworkstyle:amoderateto
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low degree of legitimate authority, a'moderate to high degree

of reward authority, a low degree of coercíve authority, a

low to moderate degree of referent authority, and a hÍgh

degree of expert authoritY.

Another factor in the analysis of leadership, pertains

to the different styles of leadershÍþ behavior. Tannenbaum

and Schmídt (197I) 
.have 

identified a boss-centered leader-

ship style and a subordinate-centered leadership style. The

leadership styles are the polars of a continuum bAsed on a

variety of leadership behaviors. The boss-centered leader-

ship style is characterized by the concentration of authority

in the leadership position. . Ïn this style the leader makes

decisions and then announces them to the other team members.

The subordi.nate-centered leadership style is characterized

by a decentralization of authority. .In this style t,he leader

permits the tea* *.*ù.rs to function within the limits defined

by the team's mandate. In applying t.he work continuum model

to the different styles of leadershíp, we suggest that the

coordinative work team adheres to a boss-centered style of

leadership, and the integrative work team adheres to a

subordinate-centered style of leadership

The distinct differences of the coordinative and integra-

, tive work styles produce a profound difference in the location

and operationalization of leadership ín the coordinative and

integrative teams

11
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I¡trork process B: -l.nteractional processes of the team and its
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environment (host organizatÍon, reference

groups, a-nd communíty) :

A.) Host organization: Multí-service teams are usually

sub-units of some larger'bureaucratic agency or organízation.

This larger organization is referred to as the host organiza-

tion for the t,eams that are sub-units of it. As teams are

sub-unÍts of an organization, they are involved in inter-

actional processes to define their relationshíp to the host

organization. According to John Horwitz (1970b), teams and

their lndividual members must engage in interactional processes

with their host organization in order to define theír func:

tional limits and boundaries. The individuals cornprísing a

team must deal with the goa1s, rules, and bureaucratization

of their host organization, and attempt to carve out theíi

own Ídentity. In the coordinative work style, teams accept

the functional boundaríes as determined by their host organ-

i.zation. The coordinative work têamr,s ínteract,ion with the

host organization consists largely of operationalizing the

organizatíonts rules, roles, a.nd procedures. In contrast,

teams under the integrative work style attempt to determine

their functional boundaries through collaboration with the

host organization. The integrative work team perceive" tfte

, rules, roles, and procedures of. its host organízatÍon as

interference, and therefore attempts to alter them.

The team and the host organízation engage ín other inter-

a.ctional- processes. The desire to ol;tain the loyalty and

commítment of the workers is another object of interaction

7
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between the team and its host organization. Under the co-

ordinative r$/ork style, the individual team members are most

likely to be support,ive to their host organization and its

goal of self preservation. Thís support to the host organ-

ization comes at the expense of their loyalty and commitment

to their team. Under the integrative work styte, the indivi-

dual team members are most 1íkely to be supportive to their

team. This support of the team comes at the expense of their

support to their host organization. This interactional process

for the loyalty of the índividual workers is an ongoing process'

B.) Reference groups: l{e witt define the concept of

reference groups in the context of occupational colleagues.

A reference group is the source of an individual I s concept of

professional iclentity and professional sanction. As multi-

service teams are comprised of members from various reference

groups, they are invblved in interactional processes to define

theír relationship with the reference groups. The individual

members on a team are faced with relating to both their

professional reference group and their team. The professional

reference..groups and the teams are again involved in inter-

actional processes directed at obtaining the loyalty and

allegiance of the individual team members. Under the coordin-

'ative work style, these interactional processes force a definite

separation of identities. The team member under a coordinative

work styl-e is forced to clevetop separate allegiances for hts/

her team and his,/her professional reference group. under the

integrative work style, the interactional processes between
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th,e team and reference grouþs result Ín a bturring and inte-

gration of identities. The individuat team member in an

integrative work team is not pressured to separate his,/her

allegiances as to reference group and,/or team

Anot,her area for interaction between the team and the

pr,ofessional reference groups, pertains to the value systems

employed by the team members. Under the coordinative work

style, the índividuat team member is expected to adhere to

hisr/her profession's value system. This is contrasted by the

integrative work style, v:here team members ?re expepted to

adhere to hisr/her teamf s value system.

C.) Community: We are.defining the term community to

mean the actual anð./or potentía] consumer populatíon of a

mult,i-service team. The team members are involved in inter:

actional processes with consumers and potential consumers in

reference to the delivery of services. An important factor

in the interaction between the commuriity population and the

team, relates to the accessibility of the servÍces and resources

of the team. If the total range of team resources are readily

accessible, the participation and interactíon of the community

population is enhanced. Analysing the coordinative work-. team

v\¡e fiqa that the consumer population does not have access to

the total team resources. The independent autonomy of the

various programs on a coordinative team inhibíts consumer

accessibility to the total range of t,eam resources. In contrast,

the interdependence of the integrative work team assures consumer

accessibility to the total range of team resources.
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In summary, the incl.ividual team member is conf ronted

with his own value systenr, the value system of his professi-on,

the value systems of ot,her professions, the value system of

the team, the value system of the host organization, and the

value systems of the consumer population. To understand

team functioning, we must recognize the impact of these inter-

actional processes on the indivídual team member.

Conclusion:

We have attemptecl to provide some clarity to the concept

of multi-service detivery by presenting a review of the reasons

explicated for the development and support of a system of

multi-service delivery; by presenting a conceptual framework

of multi-service delivery; and by presentíng a model for ana-

lysing team functioning.

We feel that it is essential for .workers and planners in

the human services to engage in attempts to clarify the concept

of multi-service delivery. In developing the work continuum

model for analysing team functioning, we realíze that much

work needs to be done in determining the most suitable applic-

ation of Lhese work sLyles (coordinative and integrative) to

the actual delivery of human services. Naomi BriIt provides

our.cõnclusion to this chapter on multi-service delivery in

the human services:

On the basis of what we know at present,
existence of the potentía1s has been demonstrabed
to an extent that justífies further experimentatÍon
and further effort to deal with the problems, in
terms of both the human element involved and the
process itself. (Brill, L976, P. 27)
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CHAPTER 3

THE CHARLES WOOD ¡4ULTIDTSCIPLTNARY TEAM.-A DESCRIPTIVE PORTRAIT

OFA MULTIDTSCIPLTNARY MULTIPROGRAMMJ\TIC TEAM

Introd.uction:

The previous chapter Íntroduced and clarified the concepts

and issues of multi-service delivery, and presented a model for

analysing team functíoning. In this chapter we intend to rely

on the theory of the previous chapter in order to develop a

descriptive portrait of a multidisciplinary multiprogrammatÍc

team. The descriptive portraÍt will be based on our experience

with and understanding of the Charleswood Multidisciplinary

Community Service Seam.

Some background knowledge of the development of multi-

service teams in the Department of Health and Social Development,

is essential to our understanding the operatíons of the

Charleswood Team. The multidisciplinary service units in the

Winnipeg Region of Health and social Development, are based

on a single unit delivery system concept (SUDS) .' This 
"àr,""pa

/ vras articulate<l by the Department of Health and Social

Development Ín a paper entitled "A Re-Organization Concept for

the Department of Flealth and Socia1 Development."(1970) The

paper outlined the single unit delivery system in the following

manner:
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traditional pract.ises have tended to divicle
society I s problems and in doing so have directed
their iragmented efforts to the indi'¡idual which'
in the final analysis, is the one component of'
socÍety which cannot be split and divided. To
repeatr wê must dÍrect, our efforts to the total
person t ox family within the total environment.
Having def ined our point of focus, v.'e must now
look to that operating structure that will help
us to keep this point of focus continually before
us.

The operational- structure for the Department
of liealth and Social Development that will help
us to perceive this sense of focus and assist us
in effectívely meeting the challenge of quality
of life in l.Lanitoba is t,he síngle unit delivery
system

By single unit delivery system we mean the
concentration of all programs ' resources, skills
and efforts upon one point and that is the point
of contact when the inclÍvídual comes to the
Ilepartment, his Government, for assistance.
Through the single unit delivery system we hope
to create that sense of concern which will show
the inclividual that this is a Department and a
Government that is totally committed to meeting
his or her total needs. Most important, we want
to demonstrate this commitment at that very vital
stage of first contact. (1970, p. 2-3)

Programs and services must be restructured
so as t,o achieve that singular perspective of the
individual or farnily who needs help. We need an
operating structure, a process, 'that wilI allow
the citizen to approach a single point. of contact
for assistance. A basic statement of need at
that vital point of contact, should be the trigger
that brings together all our resources and skills
as a single unit with the Public Health Nurse and
the Social Vüorker acting together to meet the
needs of .the case, calling on the Community Merrtal
Heatth psychiatrist or Psychologist when required,
involving the Public Flealth Inspector to enrich /

the servi.e and using our technicians, clerical
þeople, and atl of the <lisciplines ottg skills of
ãur Department to present to the total individual
or faml-ly, a team àffort that is the single unit
delivery service. (1970, P. 6')

The development and implementation of 
. 
the SUDS concept

in the Department of llealth and Socíal llevelopment occurred

over a number of years. Tlie four main phases that stand out
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in the development of SUDS are:

1968 The respective departments of Health and Welfare

were combined into one department--Health and Social Development.

This Department contaíned the following divisions: PubIic

Health, Menta1 Health, Social Services, Corrections t

Administration, and Research and Planning

At, about the same time, the Vocational Rehabilitation

Services, Çommunity Development Services, Probation, Child

lrlelfare, and Social Allowance,were integrated into the Social

Services Division regionaf ,structure.
Lg70.....4 Departmental working group composed of senior staff

proceeded to design an overall organizational structure.

At this point SUDS was defined as: the concentration

of all programs, resources, skills, a.nd efforts upon the point

of contact'when the ÍndÍvídual fírst comes to the Department

for.assistance

Lg72 the Province was divided. into seven Regions and a

Regional Director was appointed for each Region.

The former Social Service Regions and Public Health

Units vüere brought under the administrative control of these

directors.

FalI of L972.....the fourth phase of the development of the

' single unit, delivery system, j-g. the structuring of teams

developed within a general frame of reference as follows:

l. ) Each team would have to be staffed with workers

from different disciplines anð,/or specialty areas. There

were to be no single discipline teams, such as a team made
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up exclusivelY of Nurses.

2.) A team leader was to emerge from the members of

any discipl"ine or sPecfaltY.

3.) The separation of Income l{aintenancer known as

social Allowance, from Personal Services was to be followed.

4.) The objectives of the team v¡ere to be:

a. ) To integrate all Community Services of the

Department of Health'and social Development into a

mult,idisciplinary team, l¡ithin a geographical area.

b.) To assist, team members in delivering their services

in a comPrehensive mannef

c.) To identify and develop services to meet the needs

of the community. (Program for the university of

Vliscons in , . JulY I rg7 6)

At present, there are twelve multidisciplinary community

service teams in thê Winnipeg Region of Health and Social

Development. Each of these teams is'comprised of, or has the

service of the followÍng programs and services: Family

Counseling, Public Health Nursing, Employment Services,

vocational Rehabilitation servíces, Home care, lrental llealth,

Day Care, Home Economics, Irlental Retardation, Child Welf.are,

and" a, clerical component,. The wínnipeg Region of llealt'h and

' Social Development is responsible to deliver these programs

and services except in the following two situatíons: 1') the

Winnipeg Public tlealth Unít is responsible for the Public

Health Program in the Inner cityi and 2.) the childrents Aid

Socieþies are responsíble for the Child Welfare Program ín
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lrlinnipeg except for the followíng areas: Charleswood t

t\ssiniboia, and Headingly. '

In theory, the community servÍce teams in t,he Winnipeg

Region of Health and Social Development, are accountalole or

responsible to the Region. The teams are structured so as to

have a designated team manager who is accountabte to the

Regional Director. The team manager is responsible tø, ensure

the delivery of services and possesses the power of line

authority; i.q., individual team members aqe administratively

responsible to the Region through the team manager. The

individuat team members are accountable to the Region via

another channel; namely, the programs they work for.' The

responsibility for program supervision in all of the programs

is delegat,ed to a senior program specialist. The senior

program specialist is responsible to ensure the quality of

worker performance i¡ carrying out the services of the

particular program. The individual team members are account-

able to their senior program specialists for their work

performance, and the senior program specialists are account-

able to the Regional Director. (nigure #3)

We will now turn our attention to the Charleswood

Community Service Team, as our experience over the past six

months has been specifically with this team and generally with

the South West Area of the l,Iinnipeg Region (llealth and Social

Development) . The Charleswood Team was officially recognized

as a unique entity in September , Lg75. l.'ntil this time the

area serviced by the Charleswood Team (Fort Rouge, River Heights,

I

I
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Þ
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Tuxedo, Charleswood, and Soüth Headingly), was serviced by

the Fort Garry--Charleswood Team. This larger team was located

at 1639 Pembina Highway. In September of L975 th.is larger

team was sptit to form the two teams of Fort Garry and

Charleswood. The Charleswood Team remained at 1639 Pembina

Highway until December 15, 1975, \,'hen it secured its o\¡/n

home at Building 3-139 Tuxedo Avenue. Although the Charleswood

Tearn began as a small team vrith only the services of the Child

Vîelfare, Family Counseling, Employment Services, and Public

Health Programs, its size in staff numbers and services grew

rapidly. At present the Charleswood Team is comprised of

eighteen team members, and this number is growing as vacant

positions are being fille<1 and new positions are being decentral-

ízed to the team. At present the Charleswood Team provides the

services of the fol.lowing programs: family Counseling, PubIic

Ilealth Nursing, Employment Services, Home Care, l'lenta1 Health,

Home Bconomics, Irlental Retardation, Child I¡felfare, and a

Clerical component. It receives the service of the following

prógrarns: Vocational Rehabilitation, and Day Care. The staff

complement providing the services of these programs are

essentiall.y from the following four disciplines: social .work,

nursing, home econornics, ancl clerical. Having introduced the

demographic information about the Charleswood Team' v¡e v¡ouId

now like to focus our attention on examining its work style.

The work stvle of the Charleswood Community Service Team:

In examining the work style of the Charleswood Teamr \¡r€
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will attempt to utilize the.work continuum model developed in

the previous chapter. As the focus of our practicum was not

to provide a stringent analysis of the Charleswood Community

Servj-ce Teamr \¡rê emphasíze at the outset. that our portrait of

the Tea¡n's work style, is based on a description of our experi-

ence rather than the results of a rigorously applied instrument.

In utilizing alJ-/or parts of the work continuum model as a

guideline for describing the work style of the Charleswood

Teamr wê wilt concentrate on defining the Teamrs style in

terms of the degree to which Ít approxímates a coordinative

or integrative pattern of work. (P1ease see Appendix #1 for

the analytical framework.)

Work process 1: Interactional processes beL\n¡een the individual

' and the team:

The first variable in terms of work styles, pertains to

the definition and nägotiation of roles in the team. It is

our ímpression that the role definiti'on and negotiation processes

in the Charleswood Team, are directed at defining individuatized

professional roles in a team with other professionals. Indi-

viduals enter the Team with specific professional roles which

are determined by the program they are representing. Thus,

the role negotiation processes are directed at defining inter-

professional relationships on the team. This work behavior

tends to be characteristic of a coordinative work style.

In bhe Charleswood Team informat and formal interaction

occurs between individual team members, v;ith reference to
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obtafning the contributlon of other team members in dealing

with service tasks. A.lthough.the contributions solícited are

largely of a professional nature, there are some attempts

made to solicit individual contributions not bound to th:

profession. According to our analytical framework, this work

behavior is a hybrid of. the work processes of either work

style.

Work process 2z The teamrs funct,ional use of group processes:

Another variahle in r¡rork styles pertains to a teamrs

functional use of group processes. It, is our impression that

several team mem.bers :(inc}udÍng the team manager) of 'the :

Charleswood Team, expend some effort to utilize group processes

for team buildinq and maintenance, and for developing cohesion

and solidarity ín the team. In terms of task accomplishment,

the Team utifizes group processes for information-sharing,

negotiation of specÍfic tasks, and some case conferencing. In

plotting both of these work processes on the coordinative--

integrative work continuum, vre v¡ould plot the former process

just left of center and the latter process approximating the

coordinative work Pattern

Work process 3: The defÍnition of the teamrs purpose:

The formulation of goals is another variable in determining

work styles. The Team appears to have assimilated the overall

goals of the SUDS concept as designated by the lVinnipeg Region

and by the Department of Health and Social Development. In

the Team, the processes of defining task goals are generaLly
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both of these work processes the charleswood Team exhibits a
coordinate work pat,tern. Generally, the individr¡aI team
member t s primary commitment is to his,/her task or program
goals. ThÍs does not preclude the fact that the team members
are supportive of the service delivery goals of the Team.
This work pattern Ís arso characterÍstic of a coordínative
work style. The last aspect of the goal-setting and goal-
ordering processes pertains to the specificíty of the teamfs
goal structure' . ït is our betíef that the overarl goars of
the, charleswood Team are at a general level, and that the
specific, operational goals'pertain to the individual programs.
This goal structure is also characteristic of a coordinative
work styIe.'

I¡Iork process 4: Decision-rnaking processes in the team:
Another variablè in work styles nerates to the proce.sses

of decisi-on-r"aking. hlho makes the decisions which effect the
entire team? rt iç our impression that although the Team has
a designated leader, many of the decisions which effect the
Team are made outsÍde of the Team. These decisions appear.
to be macle at a Regional or Departmentar lever. For exumple,

'decisions around the incrusion or excrusion of new programs
on t,he Team are made outsÍde of t,he Team. rn other Team

decisions, some decisions appear t,o be made by the team manager,
and other decisions appear to be made in conjunction with the
team members! participation. rn terms of task decisionsr .wê
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suggest that these. decisions are generally made independentry

by the team members. The ratter decision-making precess

appears'to follow the coordinate pattern, and the former

decision-making process appears to demonstrate elements of
both patterns.

The types of decisions that, the charleswood Team ís
involved in center around the administrative coordination of
independent, programs. Examples incrude decisíon-making
around developing a multidisciprinary intake system, developing
a multidisciplinary referral system, and developing and

organizing appropriate office procedures. The charleswood

Team is al-so ínvorved in decisions around the delegation of
tasks to the programs, and in the assessment of community

needs. According to our analytical framework, the Team appears

to exhibit a coordinate pattern in reference to the type of
"team" cl.ecisions it'is involved in. rn terms of task decisions,
the charleswood Team exhibits alr of the decisions listed in
the analytical frameworki namely, the assessment of client need.s,

the choice of strategies to meet these needs, treatment of the
problem, and evaluation of the outcomes.

The charle'swood Team exhibits all of the rnethods of 
.

decision-makíng listed .in our analyticar framework. These are:
decisions by a lack of response, decisions by authority rule,
decisions by minority ru1e, decísions by majority rule, decisions
by consensus, and decisions by unanimous consent. The Team

strives to employ consensus methods of decision-naking to
reach decisions which effect the overall Team. since the.task
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decisions ln the Team are primaríly the responsibility of

indivíduaL team members, individualized decision-making methods

are utilized to reach task decisions. Àccording to our ana-

J.yt,ical f ramework, t,he f ormer worlt behavior appears to be a

hybrid pattern, and the latter appears to be characteristic of

a coordinative work pattern

Irrork process 5: Conf líct resolution processes in the team:

Another variable in work styles relates to conflict

resolution in a team. It ís our ippression that the general

Team attitude towards conflict is one of viewing conflict as

dangerous and as somethÍng to be avoided. The processes

utilized to respond to conflÍct appear to be of the "bargaining"

and "analytic" nature, dependent on the nature of the conflict

situation. ' In the former aspect of conflict resolution, the,

Team appears to approximate a coordinate work pattern. In

the latter aspect of conflict resolution, the Team has developed
\

its own hybrid work pattern.

Work process 6: Communication processes in the tea¡n:

Another variable in work stytes relates to the communica-

tion processes in a team. According to our analytical frame-

work, v:e would suggest that within the Charleswood Team the

,frequency, order, and content of participatíon is uninhibited

and spontaneous. We would also suggest that the communication

network is decentral-ized and multidirectional. Record-keeping

in the Team is based on an índividuat record-keeping system.

The Team utilizes a central wheel disk to coordinate the gtate
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of individual case files in. the Team. In terms of having a

buiLt in evaluation mechanÍsm in íts communication network,

there is some evaluation of team performance built into the

evaluation process of evaluating individual team members. In

addition to this evaluative mechanism, the team manager wiLl

on occasion attempt to engage the Team in an evaluative

proêess. In general, it appears that the communication

processes of the Charleswoocl Team approximate an integrative
.

pattern. The exception to thi,s pattern appears to be its
process of record-keeping, which more closely approximates a

coordinative pattern of work

lrtork process 7 t The def inition and practice of leadership

and authority in the teami

The definition and practice of leadership and authority

provides another variable ín work styles. In the Charleswood

Team the authority'to deploy team members appears to reside

wÍth the program and/or Regional authorities. The teäm members

are deployed to the Team by the authorities in the Infinnipeg

RegÍon (Health and Social Development). The authority to

assign tasks and,/or cases appears to reside with the desig.nated

team manager and the various program speciatists. For e>iample,

, the'teäm mänager can assign, according to the program guide-

linesr'specific'cases to the various team members. The program

specialist can assign specifíc tasks to the team member in

hisr/her attempt to carry out the servíces of the program. In

both its .authority to deploy staff and in its authority to

l
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assign tasks and,/or cases, the. Charleswood Team appears to
approximate a. coordinatÍve v¡ork pattern.

ïn reference t,o the sources of power availabre for the

desígnat,ed leader in the charleswood Team, \.rê wirl refer to
the sources listed in our analytical framework. rt ís our

belÍef that a moderate degree of legitimate power is avail-
able to the t,eam manager. /\lthough the team manager..'ís. rthe ,

desÍgnated leader, his legitímate authoríty is restrícted by

an apparant lack of clarity as to the extent of line authority
invested Ínto his position. rn our opinion a moderate degree

of reward power is avaílable to the team manager. Agaín,

although the team manager. occupies.ja:.desigr.rateçl...1eeder*hi.Þ,

position, he shares the power for reward wíth the various
program specialists. l¡tre f eel that a low degree of coercive

power is available .to the team manager. The power of .coercion
is límited because team members are accountabre to two

authoritÍes--the team manager, and th,e program speciarists.
rn our opínion there is a high degree of referent povüer avail-
able to the team manager. since the team managerrs funcLion

involves contact lilith and.;s.upport'of ,the :tea¡n menberç, there

are many opportunitíes for the occurrence of referent pov/er.

rt is our belief that there is a moderate degree of "*p"it
, power available to the team manager. A.lthough the team manager

position is endowed wit,h the responsíbility of the Team's

derivery of services, this power is curtaíled by the limited
degree of local team autonomy. Accordíng to our anarytical
framework, ,the sources of po\^/er available to the team manager
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in the Charleswood Team, indicate a hybrid pattern comprised

.û. î rra r.rarl¡ nlr ¡'of coordinative and integrative work charact,eristics.

The leaclership styles specified in our analytical frame-

work are the,boss-centered and the subordinate-centered styles.

It Ís our opinion that the leadership style in the Charleswood

Team includes eLement,s of both boss-and subordínate-centered

leadership. In sone instances the manager makes the decisions,

and on other occasions he calls for the participation of t'he

team members to reach decisions. Therefore, the Charleswood

Teamts leadership style appears to consist of a mixture of

coordinative and integrative work patterns. '

Work process 8: Interactional processes of the team and its

. environment (host organizatíon, réference

groups, and comrnuníty) :

Another variablà in work styles rerates to the team's

functional relationsh.ip t,o its host organization. It ís our

belief.that the Charleswood Team fu1fills the role designated

by the Winnipeg Region. This role appears to be one of opera-

tionalizing the procedures and goats of the V,tinnipeg Region

(Heatth and Social Development) . This does not preclude. the

team member.r,s support for the Team, but rather emphasizes the

'team memberrs primary channel of accountability. In this

work behavior the Charleswood Team appears to approximqte the

behavior associated with a coordinative work style.

Another variable in t^¡ork styles pertains to the teamrs

relationship to professionaL reference groups. In the
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charleswood Teani the interaëtional process for a'team member's

allegiance, appears to be between a team memberrs ptîogram

reference group and hisr/her team' rt is our opiníon that

rwoocl Team. team members adhere to the valuein the Charleswood Teamr team memþers adl

bases of their individual programs. Therefore according to

our analytical framework, the Team appears to exhibÍt a co-

ordinat,ive work Pattern.

Our last variable of work styles relates t'o the accessi-

bilit,y of t,eam s'ervices. The'charleswood Team employs a

rotational intake system which incLudes team members from

various programs. The usual procedure is for the intake

worker to respond to the immediate nature of the intake

referral, and then to pass the referral to the team manager

for further action. The team manager exercises the responsi-

bility of dealinglwith the intake referral by acknowledging

the intake of the new referral; by matching the needs expressed

in the referral wíth. the most suítable program resourcg in

the Team; by assigning the new case to the appropriate team

member; and by ensuring t,hat the referral has been processed

by the desígnated team member. Thís intake process varies in

the event that thelnew referrar is clearly a murtiproble4r

siLuat,ion. In this event the team manager upon receipt of the
I

referral, v:i11 request a case assignment meeting' Dependent

on the nature of the situation, the team manager wí}l call on

the participation of the team members (with the most relevant

expertise) to determine the delegation of tasks. This work

style of processing new referrals appears to be a hybrid

\ì
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between limiting the exposure of new referraLs to specific

programs (coordinative work styJ.e) , and providlng nq\^r referrals

wíth exposure to the resources of the total team (integrative

work style)

In summary, we have att,empted to use our analytical

framework as a guideline in developing a description.of the

work style of the Charleswood Community ServÍce Team. On the

basis of our description, we wouLd suggest that the work style

of the Charleswood Team appears to approxímate the coordinative

work pattern. VIe acknowledge that in certaín work processes

the Team appears to exhibit an integrative work patternt in

certain work processes the Team appears to exhibit a hybrid

of the .coordinative and integrative work patt'erns; but in

most work processes the Team appears to exhibit a coordinative

work pattern. Having described the work style of the Teann' vre

will attempt to expaird our Team portrait by identifying its

relationship to the Winnipeg Region, 'and to the Department

of Hea1th and Social Developrqent.

The Charlesv¡ood Community Service Team: An Organizational Chart:

Vte have already indicated that teams in the Vüinnipeg

Region (Health and Social Development) are accountable tö the

, Region via two distinct channels; namely, the team manager,

and thê program specialists. We have also presented a thero-

retical organizational chart of the Charleswood Team in relation

to the Winnipeg Region. We would now like to develop an organi-

zational chart of the Charleswood Community Service Team in

Ir
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relation to the winnipeg ReEion, and the Department of Health

and social Development. This organizational chart wilL be 
.

based on our experience with and understanding of the Charleswood

Tearn, the I{innipeg Region, and the Department of Health and

soc.ial Development, we.would 1Íke to'emphasize at the outset

that our interpretations of the existing relationshíps bet'ween

Team, Region, and Department arise from impressions received

while located at the field level'

I{e will develop an organizational structure for the Tearn

with reference to four distinct levels of operation. The first

leve1 of operation consísts of the various program directorates

in the Department, of Health,and social Development' 
''n 

the

Department, each program has a dírectorat'e responsible for

developing.and maintaining program standards. The directorates

include responsibilities for the following programs s chitd

and Family servi""", PubIic Health Nursing, Home Economics,

Home Care, Community Mental Retardation, Community Mentat Health'

Vocational Rehabilitation Services, Employment Services, and

Day Care. The next level of operation pertains to the Wínnipeg

Regional Health and social Development office. The winnipeg

Regional Office consÍsts of a Regíonal Director, two are.a

directors, a regional coordinator of programs, program co-

' ordinators for all the programs offered in the region, and

seníor program special-ists for several specÍfic programs' The

third level of operation is the program leve}. This level

consists of t.he operationar development of the programs offered

in the winnipeg Region. These programs are: llome Economics,

I

I

I
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Child l,felfarè, Family CounsèIitg, Puþf ic Health Nursing,

Community Mental Retardation, \'ocational F.ehabilitation,

Community Mental Health, Home Care, Employment Servíces, Day

care, and a clericaL component. The last leveL pertains to

the field or team leveI, and therefore to the various CommunÍty

Service Teams in the Vlinnipeg Region. The team ís comprised

of a worker or the services of a worker for each of the above

stated Regional programs, an¿ is managed by a designated team

leader 
,

Having identified the different levels of operation, vüe

will proceed to identify the apparant relationships between '

these levels. We will- use the individual worker at the team

Ievel as the point of our depârture. As we have already

indícat,ed, .the individual worker on the charleswood Team has

aÇ rnnnrrn#âtri'l ifr¡- Vlc srrocrest that the WOfkeftwo channels of accountabÍIity. we suggest that the

on the Team is a repiesentative oÍ a specific Program, and

therefore he/she is dírectly (vertically) account'able to his/

her program. This same individual worker ís accountable for

service delivery to his/her team manager, and therefore develops

an ad.ministrative (horizontal) link with his/her team members.

The team manager is accountable to the Winnipeg Regional.Offíce.

,. {ovíng to the program level of operation, r're suggest that'
I

the pr,imary influence on operational program development comes

f rom the program direct,orate leveL. Thus, !:e are suggesting

that a direct (vertíca1) relationshÍp exists between the program

directorates and the programs operationalized in the winnipeg

Region. In our opinion the Winnipeg Region has an influeñce

ìi
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on the development of lts pfograms, bu! that this is a second-

ary Ínfluence. The ÍnfLuence .at the regional Level appears

to deal with operat,ionalizing the programs as they are devetoped

by the various program directorates.

As we have indicated, we believe that a prímary relation-

ship originates at the program directorate level and influences

the specifÍc regional progfams. In our opinion, there is also

a relationship between the program directorate level and the

regional office level. This channel serves the purposes of

allowing regional input ínto the development of programs, as

weJI as of providing the necêssary administrat,ive links for

the deLivery of Departmental services. ït Ís our belief that

the relationship between the program directorates and the region,

serves primarily'as an administrative link between the two

levels. (Fígure +f 4 )

In summaryr wê are suggesting that the indivídual team

members on the Charleswood Team are primarily ínfluenced by,

and responsible to their specific programs. Vtre are also

suggesting that the primary influence in developing the various

programs comes from the program directorates

Conclusion:

" In this chapter we have attempted to provide a descriptive

portrait of the Charleswood Community Servíce Team. Vle have

provided a bríef historical introduction to the development of

the Charleswood Team multi-service system; a descriptive port,rait

of its work style; and an organízational chart depicting the
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lnfluences gf, and its reLaþíonships to the Winnípeg Region

and the Department, of Hea1th and Social Development.. Our

portrait indicates that the Charleswood Community Service Tegm

appears to exhibit a coordinate work pat'tern. In conclusion

we wouLd like to emphasize that the organizational structure

of the Department of llealth and Sociat Devetopment and of

the Winnipeg Region (Health and Socíal DeveLopment) produce

the Teamts coordinate work pat.tern structure. Having described

a portraít of the Team, in our next chapter we will focus on

delineating the skills necessary to participate in the multi-

disciplinary multiprogrammatic team--both as a team member,

ancl as a team manager.

iï'l



CHAPTER 4

THE KNOI¡¡LEDGE AND SKII,LS INVOLVED IN MUI,TIÐISCIPLINARY

IqULTIPROGRAMMATIC TEAM MEMBERSHIP AND TEAM LEADERSHIP

Introduction:

In the previous two chapþersr tdê have reviewed the Iíter-

ature on multi-service delivery systems, and we have deveLoped

a descript,iv.e portrait of a multidisciplinary multiprogrammatic

Community Service Team. In. this chapterr \¡/ê intend to ictent,ífy

and discuss the knowledge and skills necessary for effective

multidisciplinary and multiprogrammatic team membership and

leadership. In the previous two chaptersr w€ have identified

many of the knowledge and skills involved in multidisciplinary

multiprogrammat.ic team membership and leadership, and therefore,

in this chapter we will high light several specifíc types of

knowledge and skills deemed crùcial to multidisciplinary and

multiprogrammatic team functioníng.

Our discussion in this chapt'er will be based on our

experience with the Charleswood Community Service Team, and
,i,

the knowledge and skill we have identified and,/or learned in

our practicum with the Team. In our practicum placement with

the Teamr wo roccupíed the roLe of a student. The student

role was chafacterize<l by our desÍre to learn about the

tiiÀ
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functioning of the Team, and ,to learn about the nature of

leadership in the Team. As such' our student role was

distinctly different from the funct'ional roles of the team

members. our student, role aI}owed us to particípate in Team

funct.ions without the expectations normally placed on

functÍonal team membersr âs well as to apprentice to the

team manager

In our opinion effect,Íve team membershíp and,/or leader-

rnt of multidisciplinary knowledgeship requires the develoPme

and skillr âs we]:I a5. multiprograÍmatic knowled'ge and slçill'

In other words,,the team member and/ot Leader ¡nust develop

operational as well as technical .knowledge and skills' llulti-

disciplinary (oper.ational) knowledge and skilt is necessary

to operate. under the team structure, and murtiprogrammatic

(technical)knowledgeandskillisnecessarytofulfilltask
functions.

rn our discussion \^re wirr high light the murtidisciprinary

and multiprogrammatic knowledge and skílls involved in the

following aspects of team functíoning: 'effective team member-

ship, and effective team leadership'

Effective team member ship:

" *. will begín our díscussíon by high-]'íghting several

important multidisciplinary and multiprogrammatíc knowledge and

skill aspects involved in effective team membership' An

individual joins a multidisciplínary multiprogrammatic Community

7

7
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Service Team to fulfilI specífic functions. These functions

include the following: to provide the services of a specific
programi to act as a consultant to the other team members

with reference to his/her specific programi and to coLlaborate

with the other team members wíth reference to task allocation
in multi-problem situat,ions. To fulfill his/her functions

effectively, the indivídual must, possess certain types of

knowledge, and skills

I¡le v¡i1l begin by focusing on Ímportant aspects of multi-

f'rogra¡nmatic knowledge and skiLls. Probably the most important

aspect of multiprograrnmatic knowledge relates to oners know-

ledge of oners o\^/n discipline and./or program. This pertains

to the knowledge of oners professional contribution emanating

from oners.disciplinary and/or program base. This professional

knowledge must then be translated into disciplinary anð,/or

program competence (dkills). For example, a social worker

working in the Family Counseling Program must be knowledgeable

about, and competent in, hisr/her Social Vlorlt contribution and

his/her Family Counseling contribution. Knowledge about and

competence in one's own disciptine and/or program are essential

aspects in fulfilling one's task functions in the team.

Another aspect of mult,iprogrammatic knowledge relates to

' a general knowledge of the other disciplines and,/or programs

available throuqh the. team. An understancling of the other

disciplines anð,/or programs, is essential to fulfilling oners

task functions ín the team. This knovrledge base is important

ì
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in the deveiopment of proper and effective referral and

consultation ski11s.

The multidisciplinary team structure not only expects

indivÍduals to fulfitl speciflc task functions, but it also

expects the individuals on a team to work together as a

work group. The individual under the multidisciplinary team

structure must possess a multidisciplinary knowledge base

which Íncludes the following: l':nowledge about personal

motivation, and knowledge about gtîoup processes. This know-

Iedge base is vital in the development of effective inter-
personal relationship buildÍng ski11s, as well as thg develop-

ment of effective problem-soiving skil1s. This knowledgè

and skill base is necessary for the operatíonal performance

of the indlvídual under a multidiscíplinary team structure.

Another aspect of multidisciplinary knovrledge relates

to oners knowte<lge about the conqept of "team\dork". In order

to function effectively, under the team structure, an individual

nnu* have some understanding about the synergístic quality of

teamwork. This knowledge can then be translated into

effective coll.aboration skillsr ãìs vrell as the abilit,y to

share responsibilities. These aspeclis of multidisciplinary

knoivledge and skitl are vital to effective team membership.

Effective team leadership:

The team leader in a multidiscipLi.nary multíprogrammatic

Community Servíce Team has specific functions. These functions

7 /r
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include the follovring: to facilitate service d-elívery in and

via the team; to manage the team rnembers; to administer the

officet to serve as the adminÍstrative link between the host

organization and the team; and to provide a professional

human service.

To accomplish the above functions, the team leader

requires certain,types of knowledge and skÍlIs. An important

aspect of multiprogrammatic knowledge relates to his,/her

knowledge of his/her ov¡n discipline and/or program. This

knowledge is vital to the team leader and must be translated

into competent dj-sciplinary and,/or program skills

Another aspect of rnul-tiprogrammatic knowledge i;

related to the team leaclerrs knowtedge <¡f the other disci-plines

and/or programs available through the team. This knowledge

must be inclepth and include an understanding of the legislation

providing the mandates for the va::ious programs. The know-

ledge of disciplines, Frograms' and legislation is extremely

influential ín developing effective multiprogrammatic leader-

ship skiIls. The skills we are referring to pertain to the

effective utilization of the various disciplínes and/or programs,

and to the development of proper referral processes.

Another aspect of multiprogranumatic knowledge important

for effective team leadershíp, ¡'ertains to knowledge of and

about organizational dynamics and policy-making. .This know-

l.edge base is important for the development of effective

abilities to inLerpret and influence the polícy and service

lt'
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phíIosophy of the host organìzation

The multidisciplinary or operational knowledge. and skills

important for effective team leadership are related to the

function of staff management. The team leader must have

some understanding of personnel management principles in

order to develop. effect,ive management skil}s. These skills

might include the skill- to manage interpersonaL conflícts,

and the skill to draw out the'best, contributíon from all the

team members

The effective team leader must also have an understanding

of group processes. This knowledge influences the team

Ieaderrs ability to utilize group processes for effective

team development and for effective problem-solving. This

knowledge ?nd skil1 base greatly influences effective, opera-

tional multidisciplinary team leadership.

The last aspect, of mult,fdisciplinary team leadership

that we wilL hígh light, relates to the knowledge of the

concept of "leadership". Knov¡ledge about leadership is

influent,ial ín developing effective goal-directed and/or

expressive leadership skílls. The ability to operationalize

effective goat-directed Leadership ís of vital importan""'ao

the functionÍng of the multidisciplinary multiprogrammatic

/ Community Service Team

Conclusion:

In this chapter we have attempted to revíew and high
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light. different aspects of khowledge arÍd skiIl essential for

effective team membership and leadership. Team rnembers in

multidisciplinary multiprogrammatic teams are confronted with

having to fulfill a task function as well as, having to learn

to work under a team structure. In our opinion, the co-

ordinative team structure would tend to separate these two

functions and thereby might create a strain on the team

members. For example, our description of the, Charleswood

Community Service Team indicates that some competition exísts

between program (task) responsibilities and team responsíbiIi-

ties. In contrast, the integrative team structure would tend

to encouragg the integration of task and team functions.

In our opinion human service planners must realÍze the

reality of.task and team functions and the implications both

have on team membership and/or leadership. The human service

adminisLrators must realize that their expectations of tearn

member performance (in terms of task'or team functions) must

be consistent with their service delivery structure.

F,'r'lrl
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CHAPTER 5 V',")

CONCLUSION

In revíewing the nature of our present human service needs,

\{e agree with the proponents for multi-servíce delívery in t,he

human services. (Armítage , il975¡ Ryant , I976b¡ Kane, 1.975a;

Horwitz, i970h; Bril1 , L976i V'tise , Lg74; llastings, Lg72'¡ Szasz,

1970; Seebohm, 1968) Havíng stated our agreement with mu1t,i-

service del-Ívery in the human services ' f ie would like to re-

emphasize the need for Social Work and socía1 workers to

clarify the concept rof multi-service delivery, and to clarify

their technical and personal contributions to multi-service

delivery systems. The contribution of social workers can be

in the nature of planning effective multi-service systems, of

being effective members of multi-service systems, and of being

competent leaders in multi-service delivery systems.

Vtre would also like to re-emphasize the need for social

workers to develop concepts about teams and the meaning of

teamwork, As we have indicated in our report, physical 'proximity

, of a variety of disciplines does not constitute teamwork. Fry,

Lech, and.Rubin have indicated that the true syrlergistic

quality of teamwork can only be experienced if some concerted

effort is expended for its development

It is ironic indeed to realize that a football
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team spends 40 hours per week practicing teamwork
for those two hours on Sunclay afternoon whän their
teamwork real1y counts. feams in organizations
seldom spend two hqurs per year practicing when
their ability to frinction as a team counts 40 hours
per week. (Fry, Lech, and Rubin, L974, p. 56)

In evaluating our practicum placement, v:e feel that it,
was valuabre in that ít arlowed us the opportunity t,o reach

our learning goals. The practicum experience afforded us

with the opportunity to rearn al¡out and to develop a portrait
of a multidisciprinary murtiprogrammatic teami as werl as to
identify and develop the necessary knowledge, skills, and

attitudes for effective multidisciplinary multiprogrammatic

team membership and/or leadership. rn conclusion, vre v¡ourd

like to ;state that ef fective servíce delivery j-n a multi-
disciprinary murtiprogrammatic team, under the coordinative

work style'of the l¡finnip.eg Region (l{ealth and Socia1 Development),

appears to be primarily dependent on personalities. At present,,

the effective functioning of these teams appears to be con-

tingent on the personalities and abilities of the team members,

the team managers, and the program specialists.

lrle have attempted to ctarífy the concept of multi-service
delivery, and to delineate some of its implicat,ions for the

v¡ork patterns of helping professionals. In our opinion, there

is a need for intensive research into the appropriate apptica-

bility of the various models of multi-service delivery.
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APPENDIX 1

ANALYTICAL FRAMEIìIORK

v

Work Process l: Interactional
and the team:

processes between the índividual

Wo:l<_ ryyle5Coordinative- Integrative
zr
I

r.)
and

role definition
negotiation.

-define professional
role in team of other

t professionals.

-1íttle effort to use
group procosses for
team building and
maintenance.

-çfroup processes al:e
not used to obtain
cohesion and
solidarity.

-group processes are
used to facilitate
the sequencing of
tasks. (case
conf erences, -i nf orma-
tion-sharing, neqoti-
ation of specific
tasks).

-not directed at
clef ining individual-
j-zed professional
rol es .

-ínformat and,/or
formal interaction
re: individual
contribuLion to
service task.

-regular interplay
of personalities and
professional ski11s.

-a dynamic process.

of group processes:

-a great deal of
effort to use group
processes for team
buílding, development,
and maintenance.

-group processes are
used to obtain
solídarity and to
encouraçJe inter-
<lependent collabor-
ation.

-group processes used
to strengthen inter-
dependent collaboration.

-grouP processes are
also used to assign,
disLribute, and inte-
grate approäches to
service delivery.

-formal collaboration
about professional
contribution Lo a
specific service
task.

-some interplay of
personalities;
restricted by rigid
adherence to tradi-
tiònaI professional
roles.

Work Process 2 The teamrs functional use

','d7

,,' t
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1. ) for team
maintenance.

2,) for task
accomplishment.
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b.) task decisíons.

-the hiring of new
staff.

-the assignment of
client needs

-the choice of
strategíes to meet
these neecls.rtreatment of the
problem.

-evaluation of the
outcomes.

76

-the hiring of new
team members.

-the $/prk scheduling
of team members.

-same.

lack of response.
minority ru1e.
majority rule
consensus.
unahimous cÖnsent,.

as above,

team:

-conflict is productive
and needs to be
managed effectively.

-analytic
processes.

'Ðl',

i
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Work Process 5: Conflict resolution processes in the

3,) methods of
decis ion-making:
a.) decisions effecting
the overall team.

b.) task decisions.

I. ) attitude toward
conflict.

2.) conflict
resolution processes.

V.

3. ) by-nroduct,s of
the conflict
resolútion processes.

1. ) intra-team
communication network.

,/

-by
-by
-by
-by

-bargaining
processes.

-a climate of
high anxiety and
frustration,
because many
unresolved and
unrecognizgd
differences.

-formal and
cenLralized.

lack of response-by
authority ru1e. -by
rninority ru1e. -by
majority rule. -by

-by

-primarily indivíd- -same
ua1 decisions.

-formal case
conferenees employ;
authority rule,
minority ru1e,
majority rule.

-conflict is
dangerous and
must be elimin-
ated.

,'d
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-a climate bf
anxiety and
frustration,
dif ferences
recognized i
resolved.

Iow

because
are
f not

Work Process 6z Communícation processes in the team:
,/l7

-informal and
decentralized.



-fiequency, order,
and content of
participation
follows formal
lines of authoríty
and status.

77

-frequency, order,
and content of
participation ís
uninhibited and
spontaneous.

'V

2.) record-keeping
system.

3. ) built in
process.

- i.ndivídual i zed
and independent.

-centralized
recording system.

leadership and

ì

v

v'

evaluation
nt'

-d.oes not have a . -has a built in
built in evaluation process.
evaluation process.

Work Process 7 z The definitíon and practice of
authoríty in the team:

,'rl

1. ) positions of
leadership authority:
a. ) authority to
deploy staff.

b.) aulhority to
assign tasks (cases).

source of pov/er:
legitimate.
reward.
coercion.
referent.
expert.

3. ) .leadership sLyles.

Work Process B

1. ) host organization:
a.). definítion of
functional boundaries.

-program author-
ities, and/or the
authorities of the
host organization.

-designated
leader of the
team.

-high degree.
-moderate to high.
-1ow to moderate.
-l"ow
-low to moderate.

-boss-centered
leadership.

-accept the
functional
boundaríes as
determinecl by the
host, organization.

-operationalize
the rules, rol'es
procedures of the
host organi-zation.

a designated
leader is
responsible
to facilitate
and manage the
team processes.

-team.

-team.
?

þ
2.)
a. )

b. )

c. )

d.)
e.)

Interactional. processes of the team and its
environment (host organization, reference
groups, and community) :

-moderate to low.
-moderate to high.
-low.
-low to moderate.
-high.

- subordinate-centered
leadership.

-attempt to determine
their functional
boundaries through
collaboration with
the host organization.

-at.tempts to alter
the rules, roIes, and
procedures of the
host organization.

,tl

,rl
7
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b. ) expectations
regarding worker
commitment.

-supportive to
host organization
and its goal of
self preservation.

-supportive to
their team.

2,) professional
reference groups:
aj ) allegiance and
loyalty of team
member.

v

-a separation of
allegiances
between the team
and the profess.
reference group.

-a blurring and
integration of
allegiances
between the team
and the profess.
reference group.

7b. ) value system of
team member.

the -expected to
aclhere to
professíona1
value system.

-expected to adhere
to team value
sy'stem.

3. ) consumer access-
ibility to team
resources.

-limited access
to the total
team reãõ[rões.

-access to the
total team
resources.

7 , ''rf

¡l
7

7
I

,/l
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